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1. INTRODUCTION 
Unitals form one of the basic configurations in classical projective 
planes. They have also been studied as designs in and of themselves. The 
fundamental questions asked are the usual ones of existence, uniqueness, 
and embedability. In this paper we study a certain class of unitals 
embedded in desarguesian projective planes, called Buekenhout-Metz 
unitals. It is not known if finite desarguesian planes contain unitals which 
are not of this type. We enumerate all such unitals, determine their full 
collineation groups, show they are self-dual as designs, and discuss related 
designs which may be obtained as homomorphic images. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
A unital is any 2 - (n’ + 1, n + 1, 1) design. It is well known that unitals 
exist in any desarguesian projective plane of square order. Namely, the 
absolute points and nonabsolute lines of an hermitian polarity of PG(2, q2) 
form a unital, where PG(2, q2) denotes the desarguesian projective plane 
over the finite field GF(q’). These unitals are called hermitian or classical. 
Unitals which do not embed, in any projective plane have been constructed 
(see [3, 111) as have unitals which embed in more than one projective 
plane (see [3, 81). In [4] Buekenhout described a method for constructing 
*The authors thank J. W. P. Hirschfeld for helpful comments made concerning this 
research. 
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unitals embedded in two-dimensional translation planes. These unitals 
were called parabolic or hyperbolic, depending upon whether the line at 
infinity of the corresponding projective plane was a tangent line or a secant 
line to the unital. Of course, by a secant line we mean a line of the plane 
that meets the unital in 4 + 1 points. In [ 121 Metz showed how to use 
Buekenhout’s method to construct a nonclassical parabolic unital in a 
desarguesian plane PG(2, q*) for any prime power q > 2. These unitals are 
now called Buekenhout-Metz unitals or BM unitals for short. In this paper 
we study the BM unitals of odd order. 
The key to the Buekenhout-Metz construction is to start with an 
ovoidal cone in PG(4, q). In Section 17.7 of [9] Hirschfeld gives a 
representation using homogeneous coordinates (x1, x2, y,, y2, Z) for 
PG(4, q). The ovoidal cone is represented by f(x,, x2) + y,z = 0, wherefis 
an irreducible quadratic form, Here y, = 0 is the 3-space containing the 
ovoid and z = 0 is the hyperplane at infinity. The vertex of the ovoidal cone 
is (0, 0, 1, 0,O). Any BM unital (necessarily of parabolic type) is equivalent 
to one represented in this way for somef(see [9, lo]). However, the issue 
of projective equivalence among the unitals as f varies has not been 
addressed. 
Throughout this paper q will denote an odd prime power and GF(q)* 
will denote the nonzero elements of the finite field GF(q). The nonzero 
squares and nonsquares in GF(q) will be represented by 0 4 and p9, 
respectively. We let /? denote a primitive element of GF(q’) and we let 
E = fi@+ ‘)“. Thus o = s2 is a primitive element of the subfield GF(q) of 
GF(q’). Finally, we let o(G) denote the order of a group G, and we let ISI 
denote the cardinality of a set S. 
We now give an alternate representation for odd order BM unitals 
by working directly in PG(2, q’). Let Uab = {(x, ax* + bxq+’ + r, 1): 
x E GI;(q2), r E GJW} u ((0, 1, O,}, w  h ere a and b are elements of GF(q*). 
Ifwethenwritea=a,+a,&,b=b,+b2&,x=X1+X2&andy=y,+y,&for 
unique choices of x1, x2, y,, y2, a,, a*, b,, b, in GF(q), we see that 
(x, y, 1) E U,, ~if and only if ax2 + bxq+ I - y E GF(q), which in turn is 
equivalent to a,(xf + ox;) + b2(xf - wxi) + 2a, x1 x2 - y2 = 0. Thinking of 
z = 0 as the line at infinity in PG(2, q2), we see that the point (x, y, 1) in 
PG(2, q*) corresponds to the point (x1, x2, yr, y,, 1) in PG(4, q) and the 
point (0, 1,O) of Uab corresponds to the vertex (O,O, 1, 0,O) of the 
Buekenhout ovoidal cone. Moreover, the point (x, y, 1) of URb satisfies a 
condition that looks exactly like the previously described Hirschfeld 
condition, where -f(xr, x2) = a,(~: + ox:) + b,(x: - ox;) + 2a,x,x, (and 
z = 1). The quadratic form f will be irreducible if and only of 
(2a,)‘- 4(a, + b,)(a, - b,)o E @ly by a simple discriminant argument. This 
condition is easily seen to be equivalent to (bq - b)* + 4aqf ’ E mq. For the 
remainder of this paper d will always denote- the expression 
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(b4-b)2+4aq+l, which we think of as the “discriminant” of Uab. We have 
thus shown that whenever de D,, then Uab is BM unital of odd order. 
Moreover, all such unitals may be obtained in this way as we can easily 
solve for a and b, given an irreducible quadratic form J It should be noted 
it is not hard to directly show that any line of PG(2, q*) meets U,, in 
precisely 1 or q + 1 points whenever de Qlq. Finally, it should also be 
remarked that U,, is a classical unital precisely when a = 0. 
3. COLLINEATION GROUPS 
We now compute the collineation group of U,, induced from PI’L(3, q’), 
where as always we assume d= (bq-b)* +4a”+‘~ Q14. Let $E PTL(3, q*) 
be any collineation leaving (I,, invariant, and assume first that the “special 
point” P, = (0, 1,O) of U,, is fixed by I/. Represent $ by a normalized 
matrix M together with a field automorphism 0. By convention, to 
apply $ to some point we first apply CT to each entry of the row vector 
representing the point and then multiply on the right by the matrix M. 
Since the equation of the (unique) tangent line I, to U,, at P, is z = 0, the 
assumption that I/ fixes P, implies $ also leaves I, invariant and hence A4 
looks like 
e g 0 
[ I 
0 f 0 2 
h i 1 
where e, f, g, h, i E GF(q’) with ef # 0. As a shorthand we let (1 (x, y, 1)/j 
denote the quantity ax* + bxq + 1 - y, and we call this quantity the “norm” 
of the point (x, y, 1). Thus (x, y, 1) E U,, if and only if 11(x, y, l)ll E GF(q). 
It is easy to compute that for any (afline) point (x, y, l), whether or not 
it is in Uab, we have 11(x, y, l)@lj -fl](x, y, 1)II”=A(x”)2+B(xu)q+1+C~u+ 
D+E, where A=ae*+a”f, B=be q+‘-b”f, C=e(2ah-(bq-b)hq)-g, 
D = ah2 + bhq+ ’ - i, and E = beq(x”)q h + bqex”hq. In particular, E E GF(q). 
Specializing to the points (0, 0, 1) and (0, 1, 1) of Uab, one immediately 
concludes that DE GF(q) and f E GF(q)*. It should be noted that this 
implies II (x, Y, 1 MI - fll (x, Y, 1 III u E Gf’(q) for any point (x, y, 1) E U,,,. 
Now specializing to points of “norm” 0 with x0= 1, - 1, E, -E, and 1 + E, 
respectively, we obtain 
A + B + C E@(q) 
A +B- C E@‘(q) 
lZOA - oB + EC E GF(q). 
WA - wB - EC E GF(q) 
(l+w+2c)A+(l-~)B+(~+E)CEGF(~) 
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This in turn forces A = 0, C= 0, and BE GF(q). It is also clear that if (T, e, 
J g, h, and i are chosen so that f E GF(q)*, e E GF(q2)*, A = 0, C = 0, and 
B, D, E E GF(q), then the resulting map $ = (c., M) will fix P, and leave 
Uab invariant. Thus we have characterized the inherited collineation group 
of Uab that fixes P,. 
THEOREM 1. Let Ullb denote an odd order BM unital. Let G be the sub- 
group of PTL(3, q2) fearing U,, invariant and fixing the point P,. Write 
q = p”, where p is an odd prime and n > 1 is an integer. Let F denote GF( p) 
if a = 0 or the smallest subfield of GF(q) containing 6 = (by + b)2/4aq+’ if 
a#O. Then 
1 
m(q2- 1) q3 if a=O, 
o(G) = 2m(q - 1) q3 if bq- b=O, 
m(q-1h3 if a#O, bY-b#O, 
where m = dim,(GF(q2)). 
Prooj Let $ E G be arbitrary. Using the notation of the above 
paragraph, we first solve A = 0, Bq - B = 0, and f E GF(q)* for all possible 
triples (T, e,j For any such triple there are precisely q3 choices for the pair 
h, i from the fact D E GF(q). This then uniquely determines g as C = 0. 
Hence the number of possibilities for $ is q3 times the number of solutions 
of 
ae’-a”f =0 
(bq-b)eqfl -(bq-b):f=O 
(#I 
for e E GF(q2)*, f~ GF(q)*, and CE Aut(GF(q’)). 
If a = 0, then 64 - b # 0, since the discriminant dE @Ii,, and thus one 
immediately obtains q2 - 1 choices for the pair e, f: Since this is inde- 
pendent of 0 and since there are 2n automorphisms of GF(q2), we have 
precisely 2n(q2 - 1) q3 choices for tj and the result follows in this case. Of 
course, this is well known as Uab is a classical unital when a = 0 as stated 
above. 
Hence we may as well assume a # 0. We rewrite (# ) as 
(ae)‘= au+ ‘f 
(bq - b)(a”+ y) (q+I)/2_(bq_b)~aq+'f=0, 
where f~ GF(q)*, e E GF(q’)*, and au+ ’ means a”a. Dividing by a(q+ ‘)/‘f, 
we obtain 
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Since j’E GF(q)*, we know f (qP1)/* = +l and thus 
That is, in order to have any solutions to ( # ) we must have (bq - 6)2/aq+1 
(and hence 6 = (bq - ,)‘/4aqf’ ) in the fixed field of 0. Throughout the 
remainder of this paper 6 will always denote the expression (bq - b)*/4aqf ‘. 
Moreover, letting F denote the smallest subfield of GF(q) containing 6 and 
letting rn = dim,(GF(q2)), an elementary application of Galois theory 
shows there are precisely m choices for c. 
Now let g be anyone of the m field automorphisms of GF(q2) which has 
6 in its fixed field. Returning to the computation in the above paragraph, 
we must have 
(b4Lb)(&+w*)“= f(b4-b)” &I+‘)/*. (##) 
Suppose first that we take the plus sign on the right-hand side of (# # ). 
As shown above, this means f E q q and we write f = s* for some 
SE GF(q)*. For any of the (q- 1)/2 choices for such an J; choose 
e = +u(~- 1)/2~. Such expressions for e make sense as the characteristic p of 
GF(p) is odd. It is easy to check that such a triple 0, e, fsatisfies (# ) and 
these m(q - 1) triples are the only solutions of ( # ) in this case. Similarly, 
if we take the minus sign on the right-hand side of (# # ), we must have 
f E Q? q and we write f = os2 for some s E GF(q)*. Setting e = SU(~- 1)‘2~~, 
we again obtain precisely m(q - 1) triples 0, e, f that satisfy (# ). Finally, 
we note that since a # 0, both these cases occur if and only if bq - b = 0. 
Therefore, when a # 0, o(G) is m(q - 1) q3 or 2m(q - 1) q3 accordingly as 
bq-b#O or bq-b=O. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Let G be the group described in Theorem 1. Then G is 
transitive on the points of U,,\(P, >, G is transitive on the points of 
I,\ {P,}, and G has one or two orbits on the points PG(2, q2)\( U,, u I,). 
Moreover, G is transitive on the latter point set if and only if one of the 
following conditions hold: 
(i) a=0 
(ii) bq-b=O 
(ii) -6 is a nonsquare in some subfield of GF(q). 
ProoJ Let G, be the subgroup of G consisting of those elements 
where d = Id and e E GF(q)* (hence e* = f E q q). Clearly, G, acts on the 
sets Or = U,,\(P,}, Sz, = Z,\{P,}, and Q, = PG(2, q2)\(U,, u I,). 
Moreover, arguments given in the proof of Theorem 1 show that 
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o(G,) = (q- 1) q3 independent of a and b. We choose P, = (O,O, 1) E Sz,, 
P, = (1, 0,O) E Sz,, and P, = (0, E, 1) E 52,) and compute the stabilizer Si of 
Pi in Go for i = 1,2, 3. Straightforward computations using the equations 
developed preceding Theorem 1 show that S1 consists of collineations 
represented by matrices with h = i= g= 0, and thus o(S,) = q- 1. As 
1.52,1 = q3, we see that Go (and hence G) acts transitively on Sz,. Similarly, 
S2 is represented by matrices with g = 0 and 2ah - (bq - b) hq = 0. If h # 0, 
then 2a = (bq - b) h4- ’ and hence 4u4+ i = (bq - b)q” = -(b” - b)2, con- 
tradicting the fact that d = 404 + ’ + (bq - b)’ E a,. Therefore h = 0 and 
hence D = -in GF(q). Thus o(S?) = q(q - 1) and, since I&( = q2, we again 
have G, acting transitively on 52,. 
More routine computations show the stabilizer S, is represented by 
matrices with h = 0 = g and (f- 1)~ = -i. Since then D = -ig GF(q), this 
forces f = 1 whence e = k-1, i = 0. Therefore ~$5’~) = 2 and, since 
IsZ,I =q3(q- l), we see that the orbit of P3 under Go has size q3(q- 1)/2. 
We now characterize the orbits of Go acting on Q3. Let (x, y, 1) be an 
arbitrary point of Q3, and write 11(x, y, l)lj = SE + r for some s, r E GF(q) 
with s # 0. Recall that /I (x, y, 1) II = ax2 + bxq + ’ - y and thus (x, y, 1) E U,, 
if and only if 11(x, y, l)l\ E GF(q). Our computations prior to Theorem 1 
show that if $ is any element of G,, then 11(x, y, l)$jl =fjl(x, y, l)ll”+ t= 
fse + (fi + t) for some t E GF(q). Since f E 0 q for all elements of Go, we see 
that any two points of Sz, in the same orbit under Go have “norms” whose 
s-coefficients necessarily are of the same quadratic character. If we now 
take P, = (0, WE, 1) E Q3, we see that P, and P, are not in the same orbit 
under G, as 1) P,I\ = --E and II P4/l = - OE. Moreover, analogous computa- 
tions to those for P, show that the orbit of P, under G, also has size 
q3(q- 1)/2. Therefore G, has precisely two orbits on O,, each of size 
q3(q - 1)/2, and these points orbits are characterized by the quadratic 
character of the s-coefficient for the norm of the point. 
Finally, we address the question of whether the two orbits of Sz, under 
G, are merged by some element of G. If a = 0, then taking CJ = Id and 
1 
yields an element of G which clearly merges the orbits as f = o E plq. 
Similarly, if bq -b = 0 and hence b E GF(q), taking u = Id and 
[ 
E 0 0 
M= 0 w 0 0 0 1  
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yields an element of G merging the two orbits. We now suppose a # 0 and 
bq - b # 0. Then any merging of the orbits must be done by a semilinear 
collineation with nonidentity associated field automorphism. If c is any 
such field automorphism of GF(q’), then IT: Cl, -+ 0, and u: 41, + @,. 
Writing 9’ =,xP’ for some i with 0 < ic 2n, we see that aa = (/J(q+ ‘)“)P’= 
(p(p’-1)‘2)qc1~(Yf1)‘2 = t,.s, where t,= (p(p’-f)/2)qfi E GF(q). If I/(x, y, 1)/l = 
SE + Y and $ E G with associated field automorphism c (whence 6” = 6), 
then the a-coefficient of 11(x, y, l)$ll is ft,$’ and hence the quadratic 
character of this coefficient will be different from that of s if and only if 
ft,E nq. Of course, as described in the proof of Theorem 1, the quadratic 
character off depends upon u. Namely, f e Cl, if 6’“- * )I2 = 1 and f E @I4 
if g(b-i)/2= -1. However, t,E mq if [(/j(q+1)/2)0-1](q-1)/2= -1 or 
equivalently (- l)‘“- ‘)‘2 = -1, and t, E 0 9 if (- l)‘“- ‘)” = 1. Therefore 
ft,~@~ifandonlyif(-6)(“-‘)‘2= -1. That is, when a # 0 and bq - b # 0, 
the two orbits of 0, under G, become merged by an element of G if and 
only if there is some nontrivial field automorphism g of GF(q’) for which 
-6 is a nonsquare in the fixed field of c. m 
COROLLARY 2. Let G be the group described in Theorem 1 and let G, be 
the subgroup of G consisting of those elements with [T = Id and e E GF(q)*. 
Let S be a Sylow p-subgroup of G,,. Then o(S) = q3 = p3”. Moreover, S is 
abelian if and only if bq - b = 0. 
Prooj As shown in the proof of Corollary 1, G, is a group of order 
q3(q- 1) and hence o(S) = q3. For any CE GF(q2), let #, denote the 
element of G, induced by the matrix 
[ 
1 2ac-(bq-b)cy 0 
0 1 0 . 
c ac2 + bcq+’ 1 I 
Similarly, for any t E GF(q) let qt denote the element of Go induced by 
i 01 0 1t 0.  1I 
It is trivial to verify that K= (cp,: t E GF(q)} is an elementary abelian 
p-group of order q. In fact, K leaves invariant each secant line to lJ,, 
through P, by fixing P, and permuting the rest of the points on such a line 
in a single orbit. Moreover, Q,$~ = *,cp, and $,,*,, = tic, +cz~-(bcfcz+b4C1C~). 
In fact, (QPJ~~,P,) = ~,,+c2~tl+12-((bCfcZ+b”c,cq) and s = @AV 
cEGF(q2), t-=(q)} is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, that is abelian if and 
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only if bq - b = 0. It should also be noted that if ps denotes the element of 
G, induced by 
s 0 0 
0 s2 
0 
0 0 1 I 
for any s E GF(q)*, then J = { pL, : s E GF(q)* } is an abelian group of order 
4 - 1, Ps-‘tkcp*Ps = *cdP ,s~, and thus G, = S x J. [ 
COROLLARY 3. Let G be the group described in Theorem 1. If a # 0, then 
any collineation of U,, induced from PTL(3, q2) necessarily fixes P,. That 
is, G = PI’L(3, q*) n Aut( U,,) for any nonclassical BM unital of odd order. 
ProojI By way of contradiction suppose there is a collination 
0 E PTL(3, q2) n Aut(U,,) such that 0: P, t-+ Q for some Q #P,. Let 
G’ = (G, 0). Then Corollary 1 would imply that G’ is point transtive on 
U,,. Since G’ is transitive on the secant lines of Uab through P, (again by 
Corollary l), we then have G’ line transitive on Uab as well. Since G’ is 
line transitive with k = q + 1 dividing v = q3 + 1, from the Camina-Gagen 
theorem we have that G’ is flag-transitive and therefore primitive on Uob 
[S, 61. Thus Uab is classical by a result of Biliotti and Korchmaros [2], 
proving the theorem. 1 
4. PROJECTIVE EQUIVALENCE 
We showed above that any odd order BM unital is equivalent to some 
Uab, where a, b E GF(q2) with d = (bq - b)* + 4aq+’ E fJq. We now address 
the projective equivalences among the Ua6’s. 
Let Uab and UaCb, be two odd order BM unitals, and suppose there exists 
$ E PTL(3, q*) such that $ : U,, -+ U,#,,. We first claim that we may as well 
assume I++: P, HP,. Namely, we showed in Section 3 that U,, ( UjarbC) 
admits a collineation group G (G’) fixing P, and transitive on the other 
points of the unital. Hence $ -‘G$ is a collineation group of U,,,, fixing 
P, $ and transitive on the remaining points. Therefore, if P, $ # P, , then 
(G’, $ ~ ‘G$) is a collineation group acting transitively on the points of 
U a’b’ 2 and we may replace II/ by a mapping taking Uab onto Ua’b’ which 
fixes P,. 
Next, assuming P, $ = P, as above, we may also assume that 
(O,O, l)rl/ = (O,O, 1). Namely, let $‘EG’ map (O,O, l)$ onto (O,O, 1) and 
then replace $ by $I,V. Finally, since I, (with equation z = 0) is the unique 
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tangent line at P, to either U,, or Uo.br, the above assumptions imply 
$: I, + I, and $ has the form 
e g 0 
(x, Y, z)$ = (X0> Y”, f7 i 0 f 0 I > 
0 0 1 
where 0 E Aut(GF(q*)) and e, f, g E GF(q’) with ef # 0. 
Since (0, 1, 1) E Uab, we have (0, 1, l)$ = (0, J 1) E U,,,. and thus 
f~ GF(q)*. Similarly, if (x, y, 1) E U,, and thus /1(x, y, 1)11 = ax* + bxq” - 
y E GF(q), we have (x, y, 1) $ = (ex”, gx” + fu”, 1) E U,.,, and hence 
u’(ex”)’ + b’(exr)q + ’ - gx” -fv” E GF(q). Using f~ GF(q) and therefore 
f(ax2 + bXq+l- JJ)” E GF(q), we obtain 
(de* -a”f)(x”)* + (b’eq+’ -b”f)(~“)~+l- gxgE GF(q). 
Successively setting xc equal to 1, - 1, E, -E, and 1 + E yields a system of 
equations which implies (as in the last section) that 
ate2 - auf = 0 
b’eq + ’ - b”f E GF(q). 
g=o 
Therefore, if Uarbr is to be projectively equivalent to Uab, we must have 
(a’, b’) = (a”s2f, b”sq+‘f+ u), whereyE GF(q)*, SE GF(q*)*, UE GF(q), and 
o~Aut(GF(q*)). Moreover, it is easy to see these conditions are also suf- 
ficient. We write (a, b) - (a’, b’) in this case, and observe that - is an 
equivalence relation on the ordered pairs (a, b) with discriminant d E mq. 
THEOREM 2. Let q= p”, where p is an odd prime and n is a positive 
integer. Write n = 2’n0, where n, is odd and t is a nonnegative integer. Then 
the number of projectively inequivalent BA4 unitals of order q is 
$pP($) p”+no], 
where cp is the Euler phi function. 
Prooj’I Using the above shorthand notation, we write (a, b) - (a’, b’) to 
mean U,, is projectively equivalent to U,,,,. From our work above it is 
clear that there is precisely one equivalence class when a = 0 (the hermitian 
case) and one equivalence class when b E GF(q). Thus we assume a # 0 and 
b # GF(q). We then uniquely write b = b,p + b,, where b,, b, E GF(q) with 
b, #O. Hence there exists SE GF(q*)* with b,sqf’ = 1. Therefore 
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(u,b)-(us2,bs~+1-sq+1 b2) = (as2, /?) and we may assume b = fi without 
loss of generality. 
Since ~!=(b~-bb)~-44a~+~~lJ?~ and (bY-b)2e@lq, we may write 
(bq-b)*+4a qfl = (bq - b)’ c2 for some c E GF(q)*. Dividing by 4aq+ ’ and 
recalling 6 = (bq - b)2/4aq+ ’ E GF(q)*, we see that 6 + 1 = 6c2 or 
S(6+ 1)=(6~)~~ 0,. Moreover, for each 6’eGF(q)* with 6’(6’+ 1)~ Cl,, 
we obtain a pair (a, b) with b = p corresponding to a BM unital Uab 
with (bq - b)‘/4aq+ ’ = 6’. Namely, pick a to be any solution of 
6’a qf1=i(flq-/3)2 and check that d= (P~-fl)2+4a~f’~ @Iq. Moreover, 
since (a, D) - (c&*/P+ ‘, /?fi-‘q+llflq+‘) = (abq-‘, p), we see that all such 
solutions for a yield projectively equivalent unitals. Thus the problem of 
determining the number of projectively inequivalent BM unitals has been 
reduced to determining the number of “inequivalent” 6’s among the 
elements of GF(q) such that 6(6 + 1) E 0 q. 
Let 6, ~‘EGF(~) with 6(6+ l), 6’(6’+ 1)~ q q. Let a, cz’~GF(q~) be 
solutions of baa+’ = a(Bq - /3)2 and 6’(u’)q+’ = $(flq - p)2, respectively. We 
claim that (a’, /I) - (a, /I) if and only if 6’ = 6” for some d E Aut(GF(q*)). 
Suppose first that (a’, p) - (a, /I) and hence (a’, /I) = (a”s2f, /?‘s”’ ‘f + U) for 
some r~ E Aut(GF(q2)), s E GF(q2)*, f~ GF(q)*, and u E GF(q). Hence 
1 
6” = - [(py - p]2/(ao)q+ l - 
4 - [($q-q/4 (g” 
(P” - PI2 = 6’ 
= quy7+1 . 
Conversely, suppose 6’ = 6” for some o E Aut(GF(q*)). Clearly 
(a”, /I”) - (a, b). Moreover, (au, b”) - (a”s2, /3), where /7’ = 6,/l + b, with 
b,, b,EGF(q) and b,s q+’ = 1 as shown at the beginning of this proof. 
Treating 6 = 6(a, b) as a function of a and b, we see that 
6(ds2, p) = (P”-PI” Csq+‘((8”)q-b2)-~q+1(~u-bbz)]2 qfs’)4 + 1= 4(&y+’ 
and therefore (a”~‘, /I) - (a’, /I) by the argument in the previous paragraph 
(i.e., a’ and aus “belong” to the same 6). Hence (a’, 8) - (aus*, 8) - 
(a”, p”) - (a, /?) and the claim follows by transitivity. 
Finally, for 6, 6’ E GF(q) with 6(6 + 1 ), S’(S’ + 1) E 0 q, we define 6 x 6’ 
if and only if 6’ = 6” for some G E Aut(GF(q’)). Letting N denote the num- 
ber of equivalence classes [a] under this equivalence relation, we see that 
the number of projectively inequivalent U,‘s is N + 2. We now apply some 
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elementary number theory. Let N, = 1 {S E GF( p’): 6(6 + 1) E 0 4 and 6 is 
contained in no smaller subfield of GF(q))l, and thus N = & N,/e. 
Observing that 
c 4 
N,,- (P’-3)/2 if n/e is odd 
e’le p”-2 if n/e is even, 
the result now follows from an application of Mobius inversion, whose 
tedious details we leave to the reader. 1 
We now present an example illustrating some of the results discussed in 
the last two sections. Our computations were done using the software 
package CAYLEY, developed at the University of Sydney. 
EXAMPLE. Let q,=81=34 and K,=GF(qf)=GF(3*). Let PI be a 
primitive element of K,, satisfying the primitive polynomial fr(x) = 
X* +x5 + 2. The 14 projectively inequivalent BM unitals Unb of order 81 
are represented by (a, b) = (0, PI), (/II, 0), and (pi, PI) for i= 46, 45, 42, 
37, 36, 34, 31, 30, 27, 21, 77, and 47. The classical unital, as always, 
corresponds to a = 0. Let G, = PI’L(3, 38) n Aut( U,,) for any a # 0. From 
Theorem 1 and its corollaries, o(G,) = 4n(q, - 1) q: = 16.80.3” when 
b = 0 and o(G,) = 80. 312 . m when b # 0, for some well-defined integer m. 
In this example m = 2 for i = 46, 45, 42, 36, 34, 31, 30, and 21; m = 4 for 
i = 37, 27, and 77; and m = 8 for i = 47. Moreover, Gr acts transitively on 
the points of PG(2, 3’)\( U,,, u I,), except for i= 45, 31, 27, and 21, when 
there are two orbits of equal size. 
Let q2= 125 = 53 and K2= GF(qi)= GF(56). Let & be a primitive 
element of K,, satisfying the primitive polynomial f2(x) = x6 + x5 + 2. The 
23 projectively inequivalent BM unitals of order 125 are represented by 
(a, b) = (0, p2), (/12, 0), and (/3:, b2) for i= 110, 109, 108, 107, 105, 103, 
100, 98, 92, 88, 87, 80, 79, 78, 74, 72, 63, 43, 38, 37, and 17. Again the 
classical unital corresponds to a = 0. Letting Gz = PI’L(3, 56) n Aut( V,,) 
for any a#O, we have o(G,) = 12.124. 59 when b =0 and 
o( Gz) = 124 . 59 . m when b # 0. This time m = 6 for i = 80 and m = 2 for all 
other values of i. Finally, G2 acts transitively on the points of 
PG(2, 56)\( U,, u I,) precisely when i = 110, 108, 100, 98, 92, 88, 80, 78, 74, 
72, and 38 (as well as when a = 0 or b = 0). 1 
COROLLARY 1. If q is an odd prime, then the number of projectively 
inequivalent BM unitals in PG(2, q’) is (q + 1)/2. 
COROLLARY 2. As designs the BM unitals of odd order are self-dual. 
Proof: Let U,, denote some BM unital of odd order q, where 
d=(bq-b)2+4aqf1E mq. Since U,, is embedded in PG(2q2), there is a 
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unique tangent line to Uob at each of its points and through each point Q 
of PG(2, q2)\Uab there pass precisely q + 1 tangent lines and q2 - q secant 
lines to U,,. Thus the tangent lines to Urrb and the points of PG(2, q2)\Uab 
are the points and blocks , respectively, of another 2 - (q3 + 1, q + 1, 1) 
design, called the dual unital U$ to U,,. Using [ , , ] to denote line coor- 
dinates in PG(2, q2), it is easy to see that the tangent line to U,, at (0, 0, 1) 
is [0, 1, 01. Namely, if (x, 0, 1) E Ua6 n [0, LO], then ax2 + bx4+ ’ E GF(q) 
and hence ax2 + bxq+’ = uyx2y + bqxqfl, implying that (bq- b)2x2(y+1) = 
(ax2-aqx24)2 and thus [(bq- b)2 +4aq+ ‘]x~(Y+~) = (ax’+ aqx2q)’ is a 
square (possible zero) in GF(q). Since the discriminant d E @,, we must 
have x = 0 and [0, 1, 0] is tangent to Unb. Now, using the collineation 
group of Uab described in Theorem 1 and its corollaries, it follows that the 
unique tangent line to U,, at the point (c, ac2 + bcq+’ + r, 1) is 
[-2ac+(bq-b)c9, 1, ac2-bqcqtl-r], for any cEGF(q2) and any 
r EGF(~). Of course, I, = [0, 0, I] is the unique tangent to U,, at 
P, = (0, 1, 0). 
Routine computations now show that [s, 1, t] is a tangent line to U,, if 
and only if a9s2 + bqsq+ ’ - dr E GF(q), where d is the discriminant of Uab. 
Hence, unterchanging second and third coordinates, U,l, is isomorphic 
to U(aq,d.6q,d) as designs. But (a4/d, bq/d) - (a9, bq) - (aqa2aKC9+ ‘), 
b4a9+ ‘a --(9+‘)) = (a, bq) - (a, b9 - (69 + b)) = (a, -6) - (aE2w-‘, 
-b$+%-I) = (a, b), using the equivalence relation developed prior to 
Theorem 2, and hence U,l, is isomorphic to U,,. 1 
5. ASSOCIATED CONFIGURATIONS 
When b E GF(q), the points of the BM unital U,, constitute a partial 
pencil of q tonics with carrier P, = (0, 1,O) as described in [ 11. In fact, 
these are the only tonics contained in such a unital. Moreover, when 
b $ GF(q), there are no tonics contained in U,,. 
THEOREM 3. Let U, denote an odd order BM unital in PG(2, q2) as 
described aboue. Then U,, contains no conies off the point P,. Moreover, 
U,, contains a conic passing through P, if and only if b E GF(q), in which 
case U,, is a partial pencil of such tonics. 
Proof Suppose C is a conic contained in Unb. Certainly the unique 
tangent to U,, at any point of C must also be the unique tangent to C at 
that point. Suppose first that P, lies on C. Since U,, admits a collineation 
group that fixes P, and is transitive on the points of U,,\{ P,}, we may 
as well assume that Q = (0, 0, 1) also lies on C. From our work in the last 
section we know [0, 0, l] and [O, 1, 0] are the tangent lines to Uab (and 
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hence C) at P, and Q, respectively. Since the secant line to C through P, 
and Q is [ 1, 0, 01, a classical construction of Veblen and Young (see [ 16, 
Section 661) now implies the equation of C must look like yz - kx2 = 0 for 
some constant k E GF(q2)*. The q2 points of C other than P, also satisfy 
z = 1 and y - ax2 - bxq’ ’ E GF(q), and hence 
(a-k) x2 + bx4+’ E GF(q). (#) 
Since y is uniquely determined by x, we must have (a-k) x2 + bx9+’ E 
GF(q) for all XE GF(q’). By choosing x= 1 and E in turn, we see that 
b E GF(q) and hence a - k = 0. Conversely, if b E GF(q), there is a unique 
conic contained in Uab passing through P, and any given point of U,, 
other than P,. This proves the second part of the theorem. 
Suppose now that C is a conic contained in lJab, and P, does not lie on 
C. Since q is odd, there pass secant lines to C through P,. Using the 
transitivity of Aut(U,,) described in Corollary 1 to Theorem 1, we may 
assume Q = (0, 0, 1) is a point of C on some secant line through P,. This 
secant line is [ 1, 0, 0] and the other point of C on this line is R = (0, r, 1) 
for some r E GF(q)*. As the tangent lines to C at Q and R are [0, 1, 0] and 
[0, 1, -r], respectively, the conic C has equation y( y - rz) - kx2 = 0 for 
some ke GF(q2)*. 
There must be at least (q2 - 3)/2 secant lines (other than [l, 0, 01) to C 
through P,, and each of these lines must be of the form [l, 0, -cl for 
some ceGF(q2)*. The two points of C on such a line must satisfy the 
equation y2 - ry - kc2 = 0 and thus r2 + 4kc2 E 0 q~. Moreover, since C is 
contained in Uub, the difference in the y-coordinates of these two points 
must be an element of GF(q) (as the x-coordinates are equal, namely c). 
That is, dm E GF(q) for all such secant lines. Since k # 0, we cannot 
possibly have (q2 - 3)/2 values of c for which this holds, and therefore Uab 
cannot contain a conic off P,. 1 
In [17] Wilbrink characterizes the classical unitals in terms of certain 
geometrical properties. While we are not able to give such a characteriza- 
tion for the BM unitals at this time, we do want to exploit one idea found 
in [17] and apply it to our setting. Basically, the idea is to construct from 
the unital an associated 2-design which has the parameters of the point 
residual of an inversive plane. As usual, U,, denotes a BM unital of odd 
order q, where the discriminant de Ljl 4. For each x E GF(q2) let 
I,= {(x, ax2+bxq+l +r, l):r~GF(q)}u{P,}. That is, {l,:x~GF(q~)} 
are the secant lines to U,, incident with P,. If 1 is any secant line to U,, 
not incident with P,, let B(Z) = (x E GF(q’): I n I, # @}. We now let aclb 
be the incidence structure whose point set is GF(q2), whose blocks are the 
distinct subsets B(I) as I varies over the secant lines to U,, not passing 
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through P, and whose incidence is given by inclusion. We do not repeat 
any blocks in Q,,. 
In showing that O,, is a 2-design it will be useful to know whether 
O’Nan configurations exist in the BM unital U,,. Recall that an O’Nan 
configuration is a collection of four distinct lines meeting in six distinct 
points, and it was shown by O’Nan in [13] that a classical unital cannot 
contain such a configuration. While Uab may contain an O’Nan configura- 
tion, it cannot contains one with P, as a vertex. 
LEMMA. Let Uab denote an odd order BM unital. Then Uab contains no 
O’Nan configurations with P, as a vertex. 
Prooj Suppose U,, did contain such a configuration. Using the 
transitivity of Aut(U,,) given in Corollary 1 of Theorem 1, we may 
assume that in addition to P, points of the configuration include 
Ql=(O,O, 11, Q2=(0,r, 1) on I, and R,=(x,ax2+bxqf1+s, l), 
R,=(x,ax’+bxqtl+t, 1) on I,, where xE GF(q”)* and r. s. tEGF(q) 
with r # 0 and s # t. The sixth point of the configuration is then easily 
computed to be P = (x, ax* + bxq+ ’ + t, (t - s)/r + 1). Since P must be in 
U ab, setting A=(t-s)/r+l~GF(q)* and y=ax2+bxq+l+t, we have 
y/A - a(x/;l)2 - b(~/12)~+’ E GF(q) and hence either 1” = 1 or ax* + bxq+ ’ E 
GF(q). Since the first possibility implies s = t and the second possibility 
implies x = 0 as in the proof of Corollary 2 to Theorem 2, we arrive at a 
contradiction in either case and the result follows. 1 
THEOREM 4. The incidence structure o,b defined above is a 
2 - (q*, q + 1, q) design. 
Proof Q& clearly contains q2 points, and blocks that are uniformly of 
size q + 1 (with none repeated). Given distinct elements x and y of GF(q*), 
we need to count the number of distinct blocks B(I) containing x and y. 
Using the notation of Corollary 2 to Theorem 1, since { cpt : t E GF(q) > is a 
subgroup of Aut( u,b) leaving invariant each secant line of Uab through P, 
by fixing P, and permuting the other q points in a single orbit, we may 
assume 1 passes through the point P = (x, ax2 + bx9+l, 1) of I, and hence 
there are at most q choices for B(Z), namely the blocks generated by letting 
1 join P to some pont of Z,\{ P,}. But any two of these q blocks have only 
x and y in common by the previous lemma, and hence are surely distinct 
blocks Of a,,. The result now follows. 1 
COROLLARY. Q,, has the parameters of a point residual of an inverse 
plane. 
Proof. An inverse plane Z is a 3 - (q2 + 1, q + 1, 1) design, and hence 
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any point residual of I (obtained by deleting some point and all the 
incident blocks) is a 2 - (q2, q + 1, q) design. 1 
We now describe the “missing circles” to show that Q,, can be com- 
pleted to a 3-design and hence is indeed isomorphic to the point residual 
of an inversive plane. 
THEOREM 5. The triple {x,, x2, x 3) of distinct points in L?,, lies in a 
block of Q,, if and only if W= (x1-x2,x1--x3,x2-x3) is a 2-dimen- 
sional vector space over GF(q). Moreover, if this condition is satisfied, 
(x1, x2, x3} lies in a unique block of Q,,. 
Proof: Recall that x1, x2, xg are dsitinct elements of GF(q2), and thus 
W is l- or 2-dimensional over GF(q). Also (x1, x2, x3). lies on a block of 
0, if and only if there is a secant line of U,, not passing through P, 
which meets I,,, IX,, and IeY,; that is, if and only if 
i 
x1 ax:-tbx’:+‘+r, 1 
det x2 axs+bx;+l+r, 1 =0 
i 
(*) 
x3 axz+bx9+1+r3 1 
for some or, Y*, r3 E GF(q). Letting 
condition (*) may be rewritten as 
rl(x2 -x3) - r2(xl -x3) + r3(xI -x2) - sol - by = 0 (**I 
for some ri, r2, r3 E GF(q). If dim{ W) = 2, then we clearly can find 
rl, rz, r3 E GF(q) that satisfy (**) and hence the triple (xi, x2, x3) lies in a 
block of Q,,. In fact, this block is unique as may be seen from Theorem 4 
and its preceding lemma. 
Conversely, suppose dim( W) = 1, thereby implying x2 - x3 = s(xr - x2) 
and x1 -x3 = t(x, -x2) for some s, t E GE;(q). Subtracting and using the 
fact that xi, x2, and x3 are distinct, we obtain f=s+ 1 and thus 
s(s + 1) # 0. By way of contradiction assume that {xi, x2, x3 > lies in some 
block of Gob, and hence Eq. (**) is satisfied. By a determinant expansion 
(adding s times the first row minus t times the second row to the third row) 
we obtain 
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i 
Xl UX:+bX;+’ 1 
=det x2 ax: +bxq+’ 1 
0 as(s + 1)(x, -x2)2 + bs(s + 1)(x, - x2)9+ I 0 
= -as(s + 1)(x1 -x2)3 - bs(s + 1)(x, - x*)q+2, 
and therefore (H) becomes 
r,s-rr,s-rr,+r3 +us(s+ 1)(x, -xX,)2+bs(s+ 1)(x1 --x*)~+~ =O. (#) 
Subtracting (# ) from its qth power we obtain 
d(x, -x2)2” - a(x, -x2)2 + (b9- b)(x, -x2)4+ I = 0 
or 
d(x, -x2)2(9+ l) = [aqxl- x2)2q + U(Xl -x2)2]2, 
where d=(bq-b)2+4aq+1~aq. This implies that x1=x2, a final 
contradiction which proves the result. 1 
COROLLARY 1. The triple {x1, x2, x3) of distinct points in Qat, lies in a 
block of &I,, if and only if (x1, x2, x3} is a collinear set of points in the 
uffine plane AG(2, q), where we represent AG(2, q) in the usual way us the 
2-dimensional vector space GF(q’) over GF(q). 
COROLLARY 2. One can complete .QOb to an inversive plane by adjoining 
the symbol CO to the point set of Q2,, and by adjoining the q2 + q lines of 
AG(2, q), extended by the symbol co, to the block set of Q,. That is, Q2, 
is isomorphic to a point residual of an inversive plane. 
The obvious remaining question is whether the inversive plane con- 
structed above is miquelian. Since q is odd, it should come as no surprise 
that this is indeed the case. 
THEOREM 6. The inversive plane I constructed in Corollary 2 is 
miquelian. 
Proof: One could prove this result using the well-known result that an 
inversive plane of odd order is miquelian if and only if it admits an 
orthogonality (see [6, p. 2681). To that end let [s, 1, t] denote the coor- 
dinates of a secant line Z to U,, not passing through P,, thus representing 
a block B(E) of Sz,, . Note that u9s2 + bqsq+’ - dt $ GF(q), where d is the 
discriminant of Uab, as shown in the proof of Corollary 2 to Theorem 2: 
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Let (x1 - x2) denote an extended line of AG(2, q), which becomes a block 
of 1 through co. We define 
(i) [s, 1, t] -L (S, 1, i] if and only’if 
4aqss + (bq - b)(S + fqs) - 2d(t + t) E GF(q), 
(ii) [s, 1, t] I (x1-x*) if and only if 
dx, + (2a4s + (bq- b) sq 
Xl -x2 
E Wq 1, 
(iii) (x1’-x2) I (X1 -X2) if and only if 
2a4b, - x2J4 + (b4 - b)(Xl -x2) E GF(q) 
x1-x2 
We leave to the reader the tedious verification that this is a well-defined 
orthogonality on the circles of 1, and hence I is miquelian. 
Alternatively, one could define C(a, b, s, t) = {x E GF(q’): ax2 + bxq+ ’ + 
sx + t E GF(q)) for any a, 6, s, t E GF(q2). Expanding a, 6, s, and t in terms 
of the basis { 1, E) for GF(q2) over GF(q), as we have done previously in 
this paper, it is easy to verify that C(a, b, s, t) is a nondegenerate conic in 
the associated affine plane AG(2, q) if and only if uqs2 + bqsqt 1 - dt $ GF(q) 
(where d is the discriminant of U,,). Moreover, such a nondegenerate conic 
is an ellipse on AG(2, q) if and only if dG Dq. In fact, it is not hard to see 
that all ellipses of AG(2, q) can be generated in this way. 
If we now take any BM unital U,, of odd order, where necessarily 
d=(bq-b)‘+4aq+% @,, we see that C(a, b, s, t) is an ellipse in AG(2, q) 
if and only if [s, 1, t] is a secant line of U,, not passing through P,. That 
is, the blocks of Q,, are the ellipses in M,, = { C(a, b, s, t): s, t E GF(q’) and 
aq.s2+b%q+1-dt$GF(q)}, h w  ere again we do not repeat an ellipse more 
than once. Finally, it is not hard to see that in a “standard model” for the 
miquelian inversive plane of odd order (see [14], for instance), the circles 
through cc are represented by the extended lines of AG(2, q) and the other 
circles by the ellipses in MOB. Since one can easily find a mapping in 
Aut(AG(2, q)) that maps Mab onto MOB, the inversive plane I constructed 
in Corollary 2 is clearly miquelian. 1 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A still unanswered question is whether PG(2, q’), q an odd prime power, 
contains any unitals other than the BM unitals. Extensive searching on our 
part certainly lends credence to the belief that none such exist. At the very 
least, we believe that the BM unitals are the only unitals in PG(2, q2) 
which, upon removing a point and its incident secant lines, has a 
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“homomorphic image” (as described in Section 5) which is the point 
residual of a miquelian inversive plane. One might also pose the question 
of whether such a homomorphic image for any unital causes the unital to 
be embedable in PG(2, q2). In addition, if the BM unitals are not uniquely 
embedable, one should be able to construct a nondesarguesian translation 
plane in which some Uob embeds, at least for a # 0 and b $ GF(q). However, 
so far we have been unable to do so. 
As a final comment we should mention that a careful study of the 
“support sets” of exterior points to Uab is an important first step toward 
understanding the embedability issue. More precisely, if P E PG(2, q’)\U,,, 
the support of P is defined to be the q + 1 points of U,, which lie on the 
tangent lines to U,, passing through P. If P E I,, the support is always a 
linear set. If a = 0 or b E GF(q), we can describe the support for any point 
P. However, when a#0 and b$ GF(q), the support sets have not been 
classified. 
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